
the open

Arlington



Arlington was designed with an open and inviting feeling in mind. Through its 
classic design the table can engage multiple users by bringing them together to 
study or collaborate on a project. 

Study Tables

Group Focused
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2A rectangle (4-person)
3A rectangle (4-person)
3B rectangle (4-person)
3C round (4-person)
SURFACE laminate (Storm Solidz)
WOOD natural maple

3A

3B

3C

Wire Management Leg

Arlington leg base study tables 
can be upgraded to include a wire 
management leg to keep wires 
out of sight and out of mind.

Power gloss black

The available Moire and Node power 
units complement Arlington with 
power outlets and USB charging ports.
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Computer Tables
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As the world innovates in both style and technology, so do we.  Arlington 
has been redesigned to include surface mounted power unit upgrades 
so users can easily charge their personal devices. Optional frosted acrylic 
dividers are used to provide privacy with an open feel.

Modern Additions
4A pod (6-person)
5A bullet (5-person) 
5B straight (4-person)
5C pod (6-person)
SURFACE laminate (Windsor Mahogany)
WOOD medium cherry

5A

5B

5C

Divider acrylic

Choose from our wood or acrylic 
divider (shown) options to delineate 
space between users.
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Arlington’s aesthetic is non-distracting and firmly planted in functional 
design. Using the starter, adder, end system various configurations of 
carrels can be combined to create the ideal study environment. 

Shared Spaces
6A straight starter/end (4-person)
7A straight island (1-person)
7B straight island (2-person)
7C straight island  (2-person)
SURFACE laminate (Deepstar Fossil)
WOOD versailles anigre

Carrels

7A

7B

7C

Shelf

Arlington carrels will include either a 
bottom or top (shown) shelf that can be 
used for storing various study supplies. 
The available task light accessory 
can be mounted under the shelf for 
additional lighting.
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design the furniture. innovate the space. engage the users.
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